I. INTERNATIONAL

"FREE-ENTERPRISE" MEANS BRAZIL, TREASURY OFFICIAL SAYS

WASHINGTON, D.C., JUNE 24 (IPS) — A SENIOR TREASURY OFFICIAL SAID TODAY THAT BRAZIL WAS THE "MODEL OF MARKET-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT" FOR THE WORLD ECONOMY.

TAking up from vice-president rockefeller's sudden switch from support for "national economic planning" to "free enterprise" during the past week, the official said, "brazil is a well-managed economy with a high degree of economic planning aimed at maintaining free enterprise."

The official, who is a specialist on brazil and international monetary affairs, confirmed that rockefeller's change of tone was a different means of approaching the same goal. brazil, now wracked by epidemic meningitis and bubonic plague, has attracted international investment on the basis of a more than fifty per cent cut in living standards over the past decade enforced by a military dictatorship.

ISRAELI MINISTER SEES "BRAZIL" AS MODEL FOR AUSTERITY IN ISRAEL

JUNE 24 (IPS) — SPEAKING BEFORE A GROUP OF STUDENTS LAST WEEK IN RAIFA, ISRAEL'S MINISTER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY, HAIM BAR-LEV ANNOUNCED THAT RECENT GOVERNMENT DECISIONS TO DEVALUE THE ISRAELI CURRENCY AND DEVISE NEW WAGE-GOUGING TAX LAWS WERE DESIGNED TO HELP CURB CONSUMPTION AND RAISE OUTPUT (PRODUCTIVITY). ACCORDING TO THE JERUSALEM POST, THE SPECIFIC DECISION TO DEVALUE THE CURRENCY EVERY 20 DAYS, IF NECESSARY, "HAD BEEN TRIED OUT, WITH SUCCESS, IN BRAZIL," BAR-LEV NOTED.

BRAZILIAN INDUSTRIAL BOURGEOISIE GROWS NERVOUS IN FACE OF ECONOMIC COLLAPSE

JUNE 23 (IPS) — FEARFUL RECOGNITION OF THE ADVANCED STATE OF ECONOMIC COLLAPSE IN BRAZIL HAS FINALLY BEGUN TO CRACK THE SMUG EXTERIOR OF THE BRAZILIAN BOURGEOISIE. TWO ARTICLES WHICH ERUPTED INTO LEADING PRESS ORGANS OF THE BRAZILIAN INDUSTRIAL AND LIBERAL LAYERS DESPITE GOVERNMENT CENSORSHIP, GIVE TESTIMONY TO THEIR NERVOUSNESS. ONE PRINTED IN THE WEEKLY OPINIOAO ENTITLED "THE SOCIALIST..."

CZECHS FIELD COMECON TRANSFER-RUBLE PROPOSAL


THE COMECON SESSION, WHICH OPENED TODAY, HEARD A REPORT BY GERHARD SHEURER OF EAST GERMANY. SHEURER HAS RECENTLY ARGUED ON THE PAGES OF PRAVDA FOR THE OPTIMAL INTEGRATION OF THE COMECON COUNTRIES' ECONOMIES TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOR. THE SESSION WILL EXAMINE THIS QUESTION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF 5-YEAR PLAN COORDINATION AMONG THE MEMBER COUNTRIES, AS WELL AS FOREIGN TRADE AND FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS.

PCF AND DKP CALL FOR 4POINT ACTION AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR

NIESBADEN, JUNE 24 (IPS) — THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY AND THE WEST GERMAN COMMUNIST PARTY YESTERDAY RESOLVED TO COORDINATE COMMUNIST ORGANIZING BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES AGAINST U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE SCHLESINGER'S PLANS FOR NUCLEAR WAR AGAINST THE SOVIET UNION. IN A JOINT COMMUNIQUE ISSUED FOLLOWING THE MEETING BETWEEN PCF GENERAL SECRETARY GEORGE MARCHAIS AND DKP CHAIRMAN HERBERT MIES IN PARIS, THE TWO ORGANIZATIONS DENOUNCED PLANS TO MOVE FRENCH TACTICAL PLUTON MISSILES INTO WEST GERMANY. THE COMMUNIQUE STATES: "THE USE OF THE PLUTON MISSILES WOULD UNAVOIDABLY LEAD TO GENERAL THERMO-NUCLEAR WAR."

THE COMMUNIQUE, PUBLISHED TODAY IN THE DKP NEWSPAPER, UNSERER ZEIT, CONTINUES: "THE PLAN, WHICH HELMUT SCHMIDT AND GISCARD D'ESTAING HAVE DISCUSSED, WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE REVANCHISTS OF THE CDU/CSU AND FRANZ JOSEF STRAUSS, IS SO ALARMING BECAUSE THE PRIME MINISTER OF FRANCE (JACQUES CHIRAC) AND THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE OF THE UNITED STATES HAVE NOT HESITATED TO DECLARE THAT THEY ARE PREPARED TO BE THE FIRST TO USE NUCLEAR WEAPONS."
SEGUY CALLS FOR VANGUARD ROLE FOR CGT;
ATTACKS CIA-CONTROLLED UNIONS

WIESBADEN, JUNE 24 (IPS)—GEORGES SEGUY, LEADER OF THE FRENCH CON-
FEDERATION OF LABOR (CGT), CONCLUDED THE CGT’S CONGRESS LAST
WEEKEND WITH A BLAST AT THE GISCARD GOVERNMENT AND OTHER FRENCH TRADE
UNION ORGANIZATIONS. THE CGT IS FRANCE’S LARGEST LABOR FEDERATION,
AND IS AFFILIATED TO THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY (PCF). SEGUY
LABELLED THE GOVERNMENT’S EFFORTS TO BREAK FRANCE’S CURRENT STRIKE
WAVE AS "IN THE BEST FASCIST TRADITION." HE ATTACKED THE CIA-FOUND-
ED "FORCE OUVRIERE" FOR ATTEMPTING TO BREAK A PRINTERS’ STRIKE
IN PARIS, AND CRITICIZED THE CFDT (AFFILIATED WITH THE FRENCH
SOCIALIST PARTY) AND THE PEF (TEACHERS’ UNION) FOR DEALS WITH THE
FO. SEGUY STRESSED THE NECESSITY FOR UNION UNITY AND FOR THE
CGT VANGUARD ROLE IN MAKING THE OTHER UNIONS ADHERE TO A CLASS LINE.

SEGUY ALSO SHARPLY ATTACKED THE POLICY OF THE ROCKEFELLER-
AGENT — INFESTED EUROPEAN TRADE UNION CONFEDERATION.

AMENDOLA ATTACKS NATO

JUNE 24 (IPS)—GIORGIO AMENDOLA, THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY (PCI)
LEADER NOTORIOUS FOR HIS CONNECTION TO THE CIA, WRITES IN TODAY’S
UNITA EDITORIAL THAT "THE COMMUNISTS CONSIDER THE PRESENCE OF
ITALY IN NATO AS A NEGATIVE, DANGEROUS FACT FOR PEACE
AND NATIONAL SECURITY. HOWEVER" —HE ADDS—"THE PCI DOES NOT
PROPOSE ITALY’S WITHDRAWAL FROM NATO SINCE THE PCI WANTS THE OVER-
COMING OF ALL BLOCKS." AMENDOLA ALSO HOPES FOR A "POSITIVE
CONCLUSION OF THE HELSINKI CONFERENCE AND THE OVERCOMING OF THE
PRESENT SYSTEM OF MILITARY ALLIANCES."

THESE STATEMENTS, WHICH CERTAINLY MARK A FIRST IN MANY YEARS
FOR THE PCI LEADERSHIP, ARE MEANT TO BE A LEFT MiltANT COVER FOR
THE REAL CONTENT OF HIS CALL FOR THE INFAMOUS COUNTERGANG POLICY
OF AN INDEPENDENT EUROPE WHEREBY "A UNITED EUROPE OUGHT TO AFFIRM
ITS AUTONOMY WITHOUT BEING PREJUDICiALLY EITHER ANTI-SOVIET OR
ANTI-AMERICAN, BUT HAVING GOOD RELATIONS WITH BOTH."

WEST GERMAN ROCKY PRESS AGENTS
IN NEW ANTI-COMMUNIST PUSH

WIESBADEN, JUNE 24 (IPS)—LEADING NATO-ASSOCIATED WEST GERMAN
JOURNALISTS TODAY LAUNCHED A CAMPAIGN TO REGAIN CREDIBILITY FOR
U.S. FOREIGN POLICY. THE NATO AGENTS’ PUSH COMES AS Factions
DEBATE OVER ROCKEFELLER POLICY HAS RIPPED THE MANNHEIM NATIONAL
MEETING OF THE CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC UNION.

NATO WRITER GUENTHER GILLESSEN, IN A FRANKFURTER ALGEMEINE
ZEITUNG EDITORIAL, ADVISES THE WEST NOT TO SIGN THE FINAL DOCUMENTS
OF THE CONFERENCE ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE (CSCE).

(MORE)
GILLESSEN JOINS THE LEADING ROCKEFELLER AGENTS OF THE CDU IN CLAIMING THAT THERE ARE TOO MANY ISSUES NOT RESOLVED, AND "THE DOCUMENTS ARE NOT READY TO BE SIGNED."

HEINZ BARTH, REPRESENTATIVE OF NATO FOR THE WELT, VEHEMENTLY ATTACKS THE U.S. CONGRESS FOR BEING "RULED BY A LEFT-WING MAJORITY," AND "NEO-ISOLATIONIST DILETANTS" WHO DO NOT REALIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF SPAIN TO THE DEFENSE OF NATO'S SOUTHERN FLANK. ACCORDING TO BARTH, CONGRESS IS TOO SOFT ON "THE MOST UNRELIABLE ALLIES, COMMUNIST ITALY (SIC) AND GREECE WHICH HAS ALL BUT LEFT NATO."

PALESTINIANS ACTIVATED ALONG NORTHEAST FLANK AGAINST ISRAEL

JUNE 24 (IPS) — IN WHAT TODAY'S WASHINGTON POST NOTES "COULD BE PART OF AN ARAB STRATEGY TO OPEN ANOTHER FRONT AGAINST ISRAEL," 2,000 HEAVILY ARMED PALESTINIANS HAVE JUST ENTERED LEBANON FROM SYRIA, JOINING 7,000 ALREADY THERE. WHILE A PALESTINIAN SPOKESMAN IN NEW YORK TOLD IPS THAT THIS MOVEMENT IS "NOTHING UNUSUAL," THE MOVEMENT COMPLEMENTS RECENT ATTEMPTS BY THE CIA-CONTROLLED REGIMES IN SYRIA AND JORDAN TO FORGE A UNIFIED "NORtheast FRONT" COMMAND AGAINST ISRAEL THAT CAN PROVIDE JUSTIFICATION FOR STRIKES BY ISRAEL'S WARHAWKS AND FORCE EGyPT'S PRESIDENT SADAT OUT OF HIS CURRENT MODERATION AND INTO FULL "ARAB-ISRAELI" WAR.

MEANWHILE, ISRAELI SOURCES TODAY REPORT THAT PALESTINIAN GUERRILLAS HAVE BEEN TRAINED AS PILOTS IN SEVERAL ARAB AND COMMUNIST COUNTRIES AND ARE NOW FLYING FOR ARAB AIR FORCES. IF TRUE, THIS WOULD INDICATE FURTHER PALESTINIAN INTERGRATION INTO "JOINT COMMAND"-TYPE OPERATIONS. MENTIONED INDICIDRMINATELY AS TRAINING COUNTRIES ARE THE CIA-ALIGNED REGIMES OF LIBYA AND SYRIA, THE PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NORTH KOREA, AND PRO-SOViet IRAQ.

II. CONTINENTAL

DEBT MORATORIUM RESOLUTION TRIPS UP BOSTON TREASURER

BOSTON, JUNE 24 (IPS) — TESTIFYING BEFORE HEARINGS CONVENED BY THE BOSTON CITY COUNCIL'S PUBLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE TO DISCUSS COUNCILMAN ALBERT O'NEIL'S RESOLUTION FOR A 18-MONTH MORATORIUM ON BOSTON'S PAYMENTS OF INTEREST AND DEBT SERVICE TO BANKS, CITY TREASURER JAMES YOUNG DECLARED BEFORE THE BOSTON GLOBE, CBS, WCRB, WCR, AND THE BOSTON LEDGER THAT "BOSTON IS IN FINE SHAPE. IT'S THE TALK OF DEBT MORATORIUM ON THE BOND MARKETS THAT'S CAUSING THE FISCAL CRISIS."

AMID TESTIMONY ON THE ORDERLY DEBT MORATORIUM FROM USLP FINANCIAL EXPERT BOB BERNSTEIN, USLP CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR OF BOSTON BOB GIBBONS, FORMER CITY COUNCIL CANDIDATE LAURENCE SHERMAN AND DR. RUDOLPH LEIBEL OF CAMBRIDGE CITY HOSPITAL, YOUNG'S APPEARANCE WAS (MORE)
PUT OUT ON OUR COUNCILMEN FRIENDS COOK AND PRICE...

COOK, A CIA OPERATIVE SINCE HIS STUDENT DAYS HAD BURST INTO A MEETING AFTER HE LEARNED OF JOHNSON'S SUPPORT OF THE DEBT MORATORIUM YELLING AT HIM "ARE YOU CRAZY? YOU CAN'T DO THIS! IT WILL WRECK THE CITY'S CREDIT RATING."

"SECRET PLAN" FOR CORPORATIST REGIME FIELDED IN CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK, JUNE 24 (IPS)—IN A SERIES OF EXCLUSIVE REPORTS WITH FRONT-PAGE BANNER HEADLINES WHICH BEGAN JUNE 19, THE OAKLAND TRIBUNE HAS REVEALED THE EXISTENCE OF A "SECRET" PLAN DRAWN UP BY THE CALIFORNIA DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT, JAMES D. LORENZ, TO ABOLISH WELFARE AND SET UP A NETWORK OF COMMUNAL, "NON-PROFIT," "SELF-HELP" ENTERPRISES FINANCED BY A NEW STATE BANK.

INCLUDED IN THE SCHEME FOR A SCHACHTIAN REGIMENTATION OF THE WORK FORCE IS A PROPOSAL TO CONVERT 10 PER CENT OF THE STATE'S PUBLIC AND PRIVATE JOBS TO PART-TIME, THEREBY CREATING 900,000 NEW JOBS!

CONSCIOUSLY BASED ON THE INFAMOUS "SWEDISH MODEL," THE PLAN ENUMERATES THE BENEFITS OF "WORKER CONTROL"—SINCE THE "COMMUNITY ENTERPRISES" ARE NON-PROFIT THE WORKERS WON'T WANT TO INVEST IN LABOR-SAVING MACHINERY AND SINCE THEY DON'T HAVE THE POWER TO TAX, "THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO GOVERNMENT IN THAT THEY DON'T HAVE THE RESOURCES TO ALLOW NEVER-ENDING WAGE INCREASES."

PL THUGS ATTACK N.Y. CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL

NEW YORK, JUNE 24 (IPS)—APPROXIMATELY 150 ARMED THUGS, MEMBERS OF THE FBI-INFILTRATED PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP) ATTEMPTED TO GAIN ACCESS TO A JUNE 19 MEETING OF NEW YORK CITY AFL-CIO CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL. ACCORDING TO EYEWITNESSES, THE THUGS WERE DRIVEN OFF AFTER SEVERAL CLC SUPPORTERS WERE SERIOUSLY INJURED. A SOURCE CLOSE TO THE AFL-CIO LEADERSHIP SAID THAT "THE ATTACKERS MARCHED UP TO THE MEETING FROM THREE DIRECTIONS IN MILITARY FORMATION WIELDING LEAD PIPES AND CANES."

A PLP SPOKESMAN ADMITTED THAT HIS ORGANIZATION HAD GONE TO THE MEETING TO ENGAGE IN THUGGERY. "THIS TIME WE CAME OUT ON TOP," HE BRAGGED. HE WENT ON TO SAY THAT PLP WAS PLANNING SIMILAR ATTACKS AT FUTURE CLC MEETINGS IN NEW YORK AND ELSEWHERE.

PLP GOON ATTACKS HAVE IN RECENT WEEKS BEEN USED AS PART OF A CIA DIRECTED CAMPAIGN TO SLANDER THE LABOR PARTY AS VIOLENT THUGS. PLP'S CALL FOR A RACE RIOT IN BOSTON TWO MONTHS AGO WAS ATTRIBUTED BY A LOCAL CBS RADIO STATION TO THE "LABOR PARTY."

(MORE)
NEWARK STAR LEDGER PUSHES POLICE STATE?

JUNE 24 (IPS) — THE SUNDAY NEWARK STAR LEDGER EDITORIAL ASKS, "IS AMERICA RIPE FOR FASCISM?" AND THEN DESCRIBES THE ECONOMIC CHAOS WHICH ENGULFED WEIMAR GERMANY HELPING TO PAVE THE WAY FOR HITLER. IN THE SAME ISSUE, THE FRONT PAGE BANNER HEADLINES RANT ABOUT THE N.J. BUDGET COLLAPSE. MOODY'S INVESTMENT SERVICE COMPOUNDED THE SITUATION BY DROPPING THE N.J. CREDIT RATING FROM AAA TO AA TODAY.

MONDAY'S STAR LEDGER DEVOTES FRONT PAGE COVERAGE TO GOV. BYRNE'S PREDICTIONS THAT HE MAY HAVE TO USE THE NATIONAL GUARD IN JULY TO KEEP ORDER. BYRNE IS FEEDING POTENTIAL RIOT SITUATIONS IN NEW JERSEY GhettoS BY THREATENING TO CEASE ALL STATE SPENDING IN JULY IF THE LEGISLATURE REFUSES TO MEET HIS AUSTERITY DEMANDS.

USLP WINS CONVICTION AGAINST ZOMBIE HARASHER

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, JUNE 24 (IPS) — THE LABOR PARTY WON A CONVICTION FOR CRIMINAL TRESPASS AGAINST CARL WILLIAMS TODAY IN TRENTON, NEW JERSEY. CHARGES WERE FILED AGAINST WILLIAMS LAST WEEK, THE HEIGHT OF RAPE ATTACKS AGAINST LABOR PARTY ORGANIZERS NATIONALLY, INCLUDING ONE IN TRENTON, AFTER HE AND SEVERAL OTHER EX-PRISONERS ENTERED THE LABOR PARTY OFFICES, AND REFUSED SEVERAL REQUESTS TO LEAVE.

LABOR PARTY ORGANIZERS READ A FULL BRIEF ON THE RAPE ATTACKS INTO THE COURT RECORD AT THE HEARING TODAY. THE JUDGE FOUND WILLIAMS GUILTY OF TRESPASS AND FINED HIM $50.00 WARNING HIM THAT SHOULD HE EVER COME AROUND THE LABOR PARTY AGAIN HE WOULD FACE A $500.00 FINE AND UP TO SIX MONTHS IN PRISON.

CARL WILLIAMS ATTEMPTED TO JOIN THE LABOR PARTY SIX MONTHS AGO AFTER SERVING TIME AT TRENTON STATE PRISON AND RAHWAY PRISON. HE WAS TOLD TO STAY AWAY AFTER HIS BEHAVIOR INDICATED CLEARLY BRAINWASHED PATTERNS. AT TRENTON STATE PRISON HE WAS INVOLVED IN A BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION PROGRAM RUN BY THE MATHEMATICA GROUP.

THE JUDGE IN THE CASE HAS PROMISED FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS OF THE LEAA POLICE NETWORK IN TRENTON WHICH REFUSED TO ACCEPT CHARGES IN AN ATTACK AGAINST LABOR PARTY MEMBER SUSAN WILF BY TWO MEMBERS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY UNION IN THAT CITY LAST WEEK.
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